Fraternity Violence Raises Discipline Questions

By GARY GINDER

On January 12, seven University students, some of whom are members, were injured in the beating of the president of another fraternity.

On September 21, members of Alpha Chi Rho and Sigma Lambda Sigma fought, allegedly with fraternities. In the beating of the president of another fraternity, he said last week, members of Alpha Chi Rho fought, allegedly with the president of another fraternity.

The incident has raised questions about the relationship between the University and fraternities. It also has raised questions about the relationship between the University and the local community.

Several incidents have occurred in recent months involving fraternities, he said last week. Members of the Interfraternity Council, and often with Fraternity Affairs, have been swept into the mayor's office. Today, not that strong this time around."

"Let me say this," said loudenslager, a longtime member of the Green Party in the city. "Years ago labor power was at its peak, but now that's not the case.

"I've always enjoyed having unions in the city," said loudenslager, a longtime member of the Green Party in the city. "Years ago labor power was at its peak, but now that's not the case.

Weather

Variable behind high pressure, and more chance of a shower or two. Highs today in the mid to upper 70s; tonight lows in the mid to upper 60s. Tonight the low will be the same.

The Federal Reserve System is scheduled to announce its decision on interest rates this week. The announcement is expected to be made on Wednesday, July 21.

Cable TV Firms Picked; Choices Remain Secret

By RICH RINDER

Philadelphia's Cable Television Evaluation Committee selected six companies to operate cable television services in Philadelphia.

"The University has already developed several plans for work at the University," said loudenslager, a longtime member of the Green Party in the city. "In the past, we've been active in the community, and we'll continue to be active in the community."

Historical Archæologist Digs Up Nation's Past

By SCOTT BOK

Digging through the American Civil War, Professor Robert Schuyler, a Revolutionary War general and a long line of wealthy New York merchants, said to the National Board of Historical Studies, "I think that if we could work together, we could do a lot for the community.

"The university's executive director, John Oresic, the local Maclean Hunter Representative, said that the firm's decision was "a rubber stamp of the Evaluation Committee's findings."""
ENGINERS & COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADS: CAN YOU MEET THE ENERGY CHALLENGE?

PSEG is coming to see YOU! Public Service Electric and Gas, the third largest utility in the country has career opportunities available for aggressive achievers with the drive to implement, their talents. Our representative will be interviewing HERE on October 24, 1979. Please stop by your placement office and register for a convenient appointment.

PSEG "THE ENERGY PEOPLE"

FOR SALE

- 1971 Duster Good condition - $1250
- 1972 Duster Good condition - $1500
- 1974 Duster Good condition - $1750
- 1975 Duster Good condition - $2000

HELP WANTED

- DIVER, 1972 Duster Good condition - $1250
- 1972 Duster Good condition - $1500
- 1974 Duster Good condition - $1750
- 1975 Duster Good condition - $2000

EXCITING JOB!

Very Bright Person

Full/Part Time Active Office-On Campus

INTERNATIONAL

Tudor Wine House Frisco

1002, from closed yesterday

Friday, September 17

for short time only, we were building a soundbreak!

Five other persons were missing and presumed dead.

in the popular Mediterranean cruise. An unknown number of

particles and other pleasantries were crossed at more points along the

front, the total loss of life fell from Martin to Cassus and was probably caused

by the inundation of adjacent Building.

Salvadoran Government Changes

A SALVADOR, El Salvador-The Salvadoran government of El Salvador, headed by Colonel Armando Chacon, has expelled Gen. Miguel Zelaya, and seven aggroist-in are one capital suburb, suspended campaigning for the candidates, and imposed martial law a nighttime curfew in the area of left-wing defectors. The colonol dissolved the legislature that was to approve the special session of the presidential government and promised a referendum of the nation's wealth and a "responsible and austere democratic" government. Rumors repeatedly fed to neighboring Guemalas.

In Washington, the State Department cautiously welcomed the outburst of the rightist regime and said it was "pleased with the apparent readiness for moderation and free elections."

NATIONAL

Miller: Recession Still Likely

WASHINGTON—Sewson special counsel, G. William Miller told the Cleveland daily Democratic Leader that a "weak economic recovery" was expected to continue, and that the economy remained extremely weak, particularly in the light of uncertainties about future demand. Colonel Armando Chacon, government of El Salvador, headed by Gen. Miguel Zelaya, and seven aggroist-in are one capital suburb, suspended campaigning for the candidates, and imposed martial law a nighttime curfew in the area of left-wing defectors. The colonol dissolved the legislature that was to approve the special session of the presidential government and promised a referendum of the nation's wealth and a "responsible and austere democratic" government. Rumors repeatedly fed to neighboring Guemalas.

WASHINGTON—Special counsel Paul J. Curran said yesterday that no evidence in the present case was in connection
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An American documentary of Vietnam. The film is a vivid depiction of the war, with footage from both sides and interviews with soldiers and civilians. It has been praised for its honesty and its ability to present a balanced view of the conflict. A must-see for anyone interested in understanding the complexities of the Vietnam War.
Student Leaders

Once upon a time, a student leader sought funds for students. Occasionally, they fought for principles as well, and focused society in acknowledging their role. But today, the idea of student leadership is barren. We hope that someone will soon emerge.

We do not have the dedication than for repeated attempts to behave. Without a heart, too many who have become spinelessly conservative, who do not realize the ideals.

Those days have not just political skill but also the courage to uphold their student advocacy their prime responsibility. But there appear to be far

The committee did not even mention the Sullivan Principles, and sure the administration would have the Trustees consider a student on student Trustee and only later reversed his vote has there been such an

Student Leaders

Some matters of this year's UA, Tim Barlow in particular, really need to do the same. Last year's UA supported University development of blocks in corporations that had questions with it.

Friday, Brown's formed an ad hoc UA committee of mostly non-UA members to declare opposition to development for any political reasons. The committee did not even mention the Sullivan Principles, and Barlow tried to bring it up in the Senate. But it is nothing new. The resolution is ridiculous enough, but more frightening is the obvious fact that the forces and the operative were so uncomfortable with an ideological and moral stance that they left beholden to rock and destroy it. It is certain that the student group for greater participation in University decision making that has continued for 20 years since this institution was founded, Portory accepted last participation before it was clear he had to.

Some matters of this year's UA, Tim Barlow in particular, really need to do the same. Last year's UA supported University development of blocks in corporations that had questions with it.

Money for Everything but Education

By David Balch

"Whatever seems to be the cost, do whatever seems to be the best thing to do." So said Aristotle. I would add: "whatever seems to be the best thing to do, do it." For the moment, that means that Hurckes and his operatives were so uncomfortable with an

"Shocking, isn't it?"

"But I'm not frustrated."

"Aha! Denial! Sigmund said that"

"You really think so?"

"Did you have any fantasies as a son?"

"Sometimes I wondered; they used

"I distinctly heard you say, Argyle"

"No I didn't, I said 'argyle"

"Lots of them... heights, elevators,"

FRANK CAPPIELLO

"Yes, we have an academic dream."

"But the professor gives the signal for the

"Wait a minute, Doc."

"Eat your strained prunes."

"Sometimes I wondered; they used

By Rob Dubow

"The committee did not even mention the Sullivan Principles, and sure the administration would have the Trustees consider a student on student Trustee and only later reversed his vote has there been such an

"That way, the University can expand

By Daniel Balch

"Nevertheless, he settled for second best. Students once forced the

"Were you happy as a baby?"

"I would have, but when I went

"I always worried about you because

"It was a lot of work."

"Eat your strained prunes."

"Sometimes I wondered; they used

By Rob Dubow

"The committee did not even mention the Sullivan Principles, and sure the administration would have the Trustees consider a student on student Trustee and only later reversed his vote has there been such an

Letters to the Editor

Open Letter to the Divestment Committee

By Karen Gaines

American-based conglomerates whose investments depend on our continued presence and economic condition we would not made profit in our own country. In this situation, we would not have made profit in our own country. In this situation, we would not and the investors can make their
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American, W. Indian Win Economics Nobel

By The Associated Press

STOCKHOLM (AP) — An American and a West Indian who teach in the United States were jointly awarded the 1979 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences on Tuesday for their work to improve Economic and "human" conditions, including women's education.

The award, which carries a cash prize of $500,000, was the 55th this year received by Americans, who have captured the last four prizes in as past years. The award to the West Indians was the first ever given to an economist from the developing world, according to the Academy.

The award to Schultz, born in Arlington, S.D., and to Lewis, 64, the West Indian native and British subject who teaches at Princeton in New Jersey, was announced by the Royal Swedish Academy. Schultz was born in 1925, Lewis in 1915.

The Nobel committee said Schultz had been in close contact with Schultz since 1961. Lewis said when the two won a United Nations committee studying developing countries.

Schultz, born in Arlington, S.D., specialized in the economics of agriculture from the outset and was known as "the father of human capital theory," the academy said. Lewis, who has become wealthier and more modern economic development, is said. Schultz took his doctorate at the University of Wisconsin in 1936. Lewis has a doctorate in economics from the University of Manchester and served as president of the University of Wisconsin in 1964.

The prize-winning book was "Economic Growth," published in 1964. Lewis, has been an economic adviser to many national and international bodies including the United Nations and Asian countries. He had put special emphasis on the liberation of women in developing countries and what that would mean for their economies and had studied issues "basic to the causes of poverty" and "basic to the causes of poverty" and "basic to the causes of poverty" and "basic to the causes of poverty" and "basic to the causes of poverty" and "basic to the causes of poverty" and "basic to the causes of poverty" and "basic to the causes of poverty"

Lewis said. Schultz had been in close contact with Schultz since 1961. Lewis said when the two won a United Nations committee studying developing countries.

Schultz, born in Arlington, S.D., specialized in the economics of agriculture from the outset and was known as "the father of human capital theory," the academy said. Lewis, who has become wealthier and more modern economic development, is said. Schultz took his doctorate at the University of Wisconsin in 1936. Lewis has a doctorate in economics from the University of Manchester and served as president of the University of Wisconsin in 1964.

The prize-winning book was "Economic Growth," published in 1964. Lewis, has been an economic adviser to many national and international bodies including the United Nations and Asian countries. He had put special emphasis on the liberation of women in developing countries and what that would mean for their economies and had studied issues "basic to the causes of poverty." The Nobel committee said.
Penn Comm. for Divestment

Presents the Film:
‘LAST GRAVE AT DIMBAZA’
(One of the most powerful films today in South African Apartheid)

Wed. 10/17 7:30 p.m.
C.A. Auditorium 3601 Locust

(Weekly organizational meeting will follow film)

Law School Admission Deans

Three Law School admission Deans will be at the HSP room,
Huston Hall at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday, October 17.

This meeting is a MUST for all future law school students.

Public Views of Doctors and Lawyers: Media Images, and the Professions

The Annenberg School of Communications
3620 Walnut Street

Thursday, October 18
3:00-9:00 p.m.
OPENING SESSION Awesing Audience
William Katkovsky, Dean of the School
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Fraternity Violence

"I Denis Cochran - Kikes, who is black, we accept all major credit closed) lunch is served from standards. Fraternity members have don't meet that description."

Condon said. "The system and the there are certain organizations that University have to recognize that don't meet that description."

"The stage is set" for the University to develop a means of dealing with group behavior. However, he questioned its experience in that area. "The University should review its own. Our concern with fraternity action to violence. Fraternities said his offer to speak to all athletic departments as to a source of violence. Often the involvement more people and with fraternities is more publicized because it involves more people and often go out to defend one of their members. The presidents of two violence not connected with fraternity decides what the problem was the fault comes to public attention faster than violence not connected with fraternity members. The presidents of two fraternities agreed, one of them saying that the problem was the fault of administration in the Daily Pennsylvania."

Cochran said "any organization that doesn't meet that description is a source of violence. Often the violence is not fraternity-connected at all."

He said that violence connected with fraternities is more publicized, and "the system was able to discipline in the January 27 incident, said that its experience in that area. "The University should review its own. Our concern with fraternity action to violence. Fraternities decides what the problem was the fault comes to public attention faster than violence not connected with fraternity members. The presidents of two fraternities agreed, one of them saying that the problem was the fault of administration in the Daily Pennsylvania."

Fraternity persons are 'brothers,' related and other violence. Johnston maintains that there is a difference between fraternally related and other violence and the University has a structural imbalance that gives meaning and form to the term like-minded individuals."

"Not only useful and culturally revealing but entertaining and emotional as well."

"not just a solution but a veritable god off in a cloud of hissing steam seemed sequence by sequence, to a point where it had an exciting and inspiring film. His hands an exciting and inspiring film. His "not only useful and culturally revealing but entertaining and emotional as well."

"The Soviet Jewish Experience - Has Anything Changed?"

"The most influential of landmark film, the most influential of the later British documentary, "the stage is set" for the University to develop a means of dealing with group behavior. However, he questioned its experience in that area. "The University should review its own. Our concern with fraternity action to violence. Fraternities decides what the problem was the fault comes to public attention faster than violence not connected with fraternity members. The presidents of two fraternities agreed, one of them saying that the problem was the fault of administration in the Daily Pennsylvania."

Cochran said "any organization that doesn't meet that description is a source of violence. Often the violence is not fraternity-connected at all."

He said that violence connected with fraternities is more publicized, and "the system was able to discipline in the January 27 incident, said that its experience in that area. "The University should review its own. Our concern with fraternity action to violence. Fraternities decides what the problem was the fault comes to public attention faster than violence not connected with fraternity members. The presidents of two fraternities agreed, one of them saying that the problem was the fault of administration in the Daily Pennsylvania."

"Not only useful and culturally revealing but entertaining and emotional as well."

"not just a solution but a veritable god off in a cloud of hissing steam seemed sequence by sequence, to a point where it had an exciting and inspiring film. His hands an exciting and inspiring film. His"
**Passing Prowess Clouds Bone Vision**

BY CRAIG STANLEY

Up in the air, it's football! That's the story line so far and also the theme of the first two games this season, as many, including the Pitt Panthers, have a new coach in town. It's a shift in focus in the gridiron's offensive patterns in that the passing game is still in its infancy. But with the shift in focus, a new breed of wide receiver is born.

"I don't want to take anything away from the running game," remarked Red and Blue head coach Dave Parker. "But with the new guys in town, I think we'll see a lot more of a passing game." And he's not alone.

"It's a good sign," added Bob Marzonie, Pitt's new offensive coordinator. "I think we'll see a lot more of a passing game this year." And he's not alone.
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